
6m Canvas Bell
Glamping Tent

Setup Guide



In the Bag:

Canvas tent with integrated
ground sheet

Guy lines with
metal tensioners

Central mast,
front support, and
thick + thin metal
stakes



1. Lay out your tent in its intended location,
spread it out, find the door, and rotate as

necessary until it reaches its desired orientation

2. Using the thin metal stakes, stake the integrated
ground sheet down through the eyelets around its

outer edges, attaching the elastic loops as well once
each stake has been driven most of the way down



3. Noticing the fabric loops along your tent's
seams, begin securing the free end of each guy
line to its loop. A classic slip knot will suffice, but
of course you're welcome to use a prettier knot if
you like! Tensioning will take place in a moment

once your tent is up and standing.



4. Unzip the door and bring in the front support.
Snap it together while guiding it into its indicated

footholds and the small hole at the apex above your
zipper.



5. Snap your central mast together and
orient its base directly in the centre of the
tent as you raise it up into vertical position



6. Heading back outside, stretch the guy lines out
until you can determine roughly where the thick
metal stakes should end up, and sink them down
into position. Next, use the tensioners as shown to
stretch the guy lines taut. Using them in this way
allows you to feed out slack with one hand while

pulling tension with the other.



7. Celebrate! Your Canvas Bell Tent is ready to start
outfitting with the rest of its interior decor.



MOULD
The canvas used has been treated in order

for it to resist dirt, UV radiation, and
fungus. This makes it resistant to these
three, but not fully invulnerable. If the

canvas remains damp, in a place where
mould can grow, eventually it will. Avoid
cases where your tent finds itself with low
ventilation, high moisture, excessive shade,

and/or insufficient sunlight.
 

STORAGE
Your tent should be bone dry before

storage. Storing the tent wet for even two
days can result in permanent discolouration

due to mildew spots. 

Please Note:



MAINTENANCE
 

After enough time in the elements, certain areas of
your tent may begin to lose their waterproofing and

start to appear more translucent. In this case, we
recommend re-conditioning it with a conventionally

available spray sealant waterproofing agent. Feel free
to contact us if you have any difficulty in finding a
good option - contact@phoenixdomes.com is usually

best. Applying chemical cleaning agents can also
result in impaired waterproofing. It is recommended to
re-condition with waterproofing agent when chemical

usage is unavoidable.
 

Dust and dried mud is best removed when the canvas
is dry with a clean hard bristle brush such as a floor

brush.
 

If you have any concern about your zippers over time,
treating them with silicone can be a great way to

restore easy functionality.
 
 


